
  

 

Abstract—Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a common 

imaging procedure widely adopted in hospitals to examine the 

disease in internal organs. Compared to other imaging 

techniques, MRI can be recorded with a variety of modalities, 

such as Flair, T1, T1C, T2, Diffused Weighting (DW) and fMRI. 

Further, it can provide a reconstructed Three-Dimensional (3D) 

view of the internal organ under study. In this work, a hybrid 

approach based on the combination of thresholding and 

segmentation is implemented to examine the congenital heart 

defect using the Heart MRI (HMRI) recorded using T2 

modality. The thresholding is implemented with Differential 

Evolution (DE) based Shannon’s Entropy (SE) and the 

segmentation are implemented using the Level Set (LS). In this 

work, the axial view of the HMRI images of the HVSMR 

2016benchmark dataset is considered for the analysis. The main 

aim of this work is to extract the Region Of Interest (ROI) from 

the HMRI and compare the extracted section with the Ground 

Truth (GT) images. The experimental investigation of the 

proposed work confirms that, proposed work offers enhanced 

average image similarity values (> 88%) on the considered 

dataset. 

 
Index Terms—Heart MRI, axial view, differential evolution, 

Shannon’s entropy, level set. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the widely 

adopted imaging systems in medical domain and is widely 

adopted in medical clinics to record the functioning of 

various internal organs [1]. Normally, the MRI is recorded by 

an experienced radiologist, and the final form of the MRI is 

obtainable as a reconstructed three-dimensional (3D) picture. 

The merit of the MRI compared to other bio-imaging 

techniques is as follows; (i) Available as 3D picture, (ii) 

Obtainable with varied modalities, such as Flair, T1, T1C, T2, 

DE and fMRI, and (iii) Can be recorded with or without the 

contrast agent [2]. 

From the above discussion, it is clear that, the raw MRI is 

in 3D form and it can be examined in its original form or in 

the form of 2D slices. Even though the information existing 

in 3D MRI is superior; it demands more computation effort to 

examine the information because of its complexity. Hence, in 

most of the cases; the 3D picture is initially divided into 2D 

slices of axial, coronal and sagittal views and this 2D slices 

are then examined physically with the help of a radiologist 

and/or with the help of a Computerized Image Examination 
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System (CIES) [3], [4]. In most of the cases, 2D slices of the 

axial view (top-view) are widely adopted due to its 

superiority.  

The main aim of the proposed research work is to develop 

a CIES to examine the Chest/Cardiac MRI. This imaging 

system is widely used in the clinics to detect heart‟s anatomy, 

functioning of heart and cardiac diseases. Like other MRI, 

this images are also in 3D form and in this work, the 2D slices 

of axial-vied is adopted for the examination. The proposed 

work implements a CIE system which includes an image 

pre-processing and post-processing practices. The 

pre-processing is adapted to threshold the MRI slice to 

enhance the abnormal cardiac section. The thresholding is 

achieved with Differential-Evolution and Shannon-Entropy 

(DE+SE). After the enhancement; the abnormal cardiac 

section is then extracted using the Level-Set (LS) function. 

The LS approach is a semi-automated segmentation 

procedure, which is to be initiated in the form of a 

bounding-box (BB). This BB will converge towards the 

origin according to the iteration and finally it extracts the 

abnormal region from the cardiac MRI. The performance of 

the proposed technique is then evaluated based on Image 

Similarity Values (ISV). The ISVs are computed based on a 

relative assessment between the extracted cardiac section and 

the Ground-Truth (GT) [5], [6].  

The proposed work considers the HVSMR 2016‟s 

benchmark cardiac MRI dataset for the investigation [7]. The 

remaining part of the work is presented as follows; Section II 

describes the related work in the literature, Section III 

presents the methodology adopted in this study; the results 

and dissuasions and conclusion are depicted in Sections IV 

and V respectively. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Recently, a considerable number MRI evaluation works 

are proposed and implemented by the researchers. Most of 

the works are related to the brain MRI. The work 

implemented on the brain MRI can be accounted for the 

cardiac MRI too.  

The work of Guttman et al. (1997) discusses the 

procedures to be followed while evaluation the cardiac MRI 

[8]. Backhaus et al. (2019) implemented a technique for a 

computerized quantification of biventricular volumes and 

function using the cardiac MRI [9]. The work of Khan et al. 

(2016) presented a detailed review of cardiac MRI evaluation 

procedures discussed in 100 related articles [10]. Friedrich 

(2017) presented a detailed evaluation regarding the future of 

Cardiac MRI and its clinical application [11]. The research 

by Attili et al. (2010) presented the quantification procedure 

for the cardiac MRI during the disease evaluation process. 
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[12]. The work of Gupta et al., (2012) also presents a detailed 

evaluation of the cardiac MRI for the disease identification 

practice [13]. Along with the specific cardiac MRI evaluation 

procedures, brain MRI examination procedures discussed in 

the literature [1]-[5] also adopts the similar practice to extract 

the abnormal section from the MRI of chosen modalities. 

Irrespective of the internal organ structure (Brain/Heart), the 

techniques implemented for the MRI examination is 

common. 

In the proposed work, a softcomputing technique based 

image examination practice is implemented to evaluate the 

axial-view of the cardiac MRI recorded with the Flair 

modality. The procedures followed for the brain MRI [1]-[5] 

is adopted in the present work to evaluate the extracted 

section with the Ground-Truth and the essential performance 

metrics are computed. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The performance of CIES depends mainly of the 

procedures implemented to evaluate the chosen test picture. 

Various sections present in the proposed CIES are shown in 

Fig. 1. 

 
Fig 1. Various stages existing in the proposed Computerized Image 

Examination System. 

 

The 3D MRI slices are initially collected from the HVSMR 

2016 dataset. Later, the 2D slices from the 3D MRI are 

extracted using the ITK-snap tool [14]. The abnormal cardiac 

section is then enhanced using the DE+SE thresholding and 

the enhanced region is then extracted using the Level-Set 

technique. Finally, the necessary image similarity values are 

computed and the performance of the proposed system is 

validated [15].  

A. Database 

In order to accomplish a better result in the computer based 

disease examination task, choice of a finest image database is 

essential. In the proposed work the benchmark 

grand-challenge database known as „HVSMR 2016‟ is 

adopted for the examination [7]. From this dataset, 

two-volunteer‟s cardiac MRI is adopted for the examination. 

From these two MRIs, around 80 slices (2 volunteers x 40 

images/volunteer) of the axial view is then extracted using 

the ITK-snap tool. This work offered the cardiac MRI slices 

and the Ground-Truth (GT) slices of the dimension 174x118 

pixels. This gray scale picture database is then examined 

using the proposed CIES. In this work, the Flair modality 

based axial view offers more information compared to T1, 

T1C and T2 modalities. Hence, this work considered the Flair 

modality MRI. 

B. Pre-processing 

Pre-processing is an essential task in most of the image 

processing domain. In medical image analysis, the 

pre-processing scheme can be adopted to enhance the test 

picture. In the proposed work, DE+SE based three-level 

thresholding is adopted to enhance the cardiac MRI slices.  

Differential-Evolution is a successful softcomputing 

procedure widely adopted in the literature to find solutions 

for a class of engineering optimization problems. In this work, 

the main aim of the DE is to randomly vary the threshold 

value till the SE reaches the maximal limit. The essential 

details regarding the DE [16] and the SE [17] is extensively 

discussed in the literature. 

In this work, the DE algorithm is initiated with these 

values; number of agents = 25, dimension of search=3, 

number of iterations = 2000 and terminating function = 

maximized SE. 

C. Post-processing 

This technique is employed to mine the abnormal cardiac 

section from the thresholded picture. In this work, Level-Set 

(LS) segmentation is employed [18].  

The mathematical expression of LS is; 

( , )F V
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 (1) 

where, ϕ =curve vector with spatial constraint (F) and 

sequential variable (V), O= speed utility and P= inmost curve 

normal vector ϕ. The curve growth can be implemented as 

LSS by implanting the dynamic contour )V,F(  as the 

preliminary bounding-box (BB). 

The inmost usual vector P is signified as: 








P  (2) 

where =gradient function. 

The final LS growth is articulated as: 








O
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Other details on the LS can be found in [19]. 

D. Examination and Validation 

Performance evaluation and validation plays a major role 

to judge the superiority of the proposed technique. In this 

work, the essential Image Similarity Values (ISV) are 

computed with an examination between the GT and extracted 

cardiac section (CS) [1]-[6].  

The mathematical expressions of the ISVs are depicted 

below; 

CSGTCSGTJaccard   (4) 

  ODGTODGT2Dice   (5) 

)FNFPTNTP/()TNTP(  Accuracy   (6) 

) FPTP(TP    Precision   (7) 

)FNTP(TPSensitvity 
 (8) 

) FPTN(TN  y  Specificit   (9) 

where TP=true-positive, FP=false-positive, 

TN=true-negative, and FN=false-negative. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents the experimental outcome and its 

discussions. All the experimental work is implemented using 

the Matlab software. Fig. 2 depicts the sample test image 

adopted for the examination. Fig. 2 (a) denotes the image 

class and Fig. 2(b) to (f) signifies chosen 2D slices. On these 

images, the thresholding and the segmentation procedures are 

then implemented and the corresponding outcomes are 

presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) depicts the image class and Fig. 

3(b) to (f) shows the processed 2D cardiac MRI slices. 

Similar procedure is employed for all the test images (80 

numbers) and the corresponding results are then recorded. 

These results confirm that, the extracted section is 

approximately identical with the GT. Finally, for every image, 

the ISV is then compared and the average of the ISVs 

obtained from all the test images (80 numbers) are presented 

in Fig. 4. From this image, it is clear that, the proposed CIES 

on the MRI database offered an overall ISV of 88.61%. From 

this study, it can be confirmed that, proposed CIES works 

well on the cardiac MRI dataset and in future, it can be 

considered to examine the clinical grade cardiac MRIs. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Sample cardiac MRIs. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Results of the pre- and post-processing techniques. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Average ISV (%) obtained for the adopted database. 

 
In future, the SE can be compared with Otsu‟s, Kapur‟s 

and Tsalli‟s methods existing in the literature. Furthermore, 

the performance of LS can be evaluated with other 

segmentation procedures, such as watershed algorithm, 

region-growing segmentation and active contour techniques. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This work presents a Computerized Image Examination 

System (CIES) to extract and evaluate the abnormal section 

from the cardiac MRI. This work implements a fusion of the 

pre- and post-processing technique to extract the cardiac 

section with better accuracy. This work initially implemented 

the DE+SE based three-level thresholding technique to 

enhance the test picture and later implemented the LS 

segmentation to extract the section. The proposed system is 

experimentally investigated on the benchmark HVSMR 2016 

cardiac MRI database. The results of the proposed study 

confirms that, this technique offered an average ISV of >88%. 

In future, a clinical grade cardiac MRI can be considered to 

assess the performance of the proposed tool. 
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